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Q: Is it possible to create dashboards for data quality using Winshuttle, like which of the attributes that have been requested are wrong?
A: The Winshuttle value proposition is to govern / control the process by not allowing a process to continue when some attributes requested are
incorrect, i.e. execute the validation before continuing the process.
Q: Can Winshuttle also connect to Hybris for product marketing data and e-shops which are running there, linked to SAP?
A: Winshuttle can execute external web services, so, it would depend on the integration technology of the non-SAP systems. Please contact us to
discuss this further.
Q: In the demo you showed a finished goods example. Can you automate other material types with Winshuttle?
A: Yes. Winshuttle will allow automation of any SAP transaction codes that are executed via SAPGUI.
Q: Do the required fields in the Winshuttle form also need to be setup in SAP?
A: No. The Project Metadata in the demonstration is required purely to drive / support dashboards and reporting.
Q: How flexible is the project metadata that you showed?
A: It can be designed to meet any organisation’s requirements.
Q: How would people in different departments be alerted to tasks that they need to complete? Would they need to log in to
Winshuttle to find out what they are required to do?
A: Email notifications can be configured to notify departments / individuals of tasks assigned to them.
Q: You showed the Master Data view of the form with all the different fields. Can the Master Data team validate again against SAP
live before they hit the button and post it to SAP?
A: Yes. A solution can be designed / built to force a validation before ‘posting’.
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Q: Is the Winshuttle solution SAP certified?
A: Yes. Winshuttle is certified for SAP integration for versions from 470 to S/4Hana 1610. For more details see:
https://support.winshuttle.com/s/article/ka4f3000000XZGyAAO/Winshuttle-Product-Certifications
https://support.winshuttle.com/s/article/ka3f3000000blLBAAY/Winshuttle-Function-Module-Compatibility-Matrix
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